Structural remodeling of an A + U-rich RNA element by cation or AUF1 binding.
Association of AUF1 with A + U-rich elements (AREs) induces rapid cytoplasmic degradation of mRNAs containing these sequences, involving the recruitment or assembly of multisubunit trans-acting complexes on the mRNA. Recently, we reported that Mg(2+)-induced conformational changes in the ARE from tumor necrosis factor alpha mRNA inhibited AUF1 binding and oligomerization activities on this substrate (Wilson, G. M., Sutphen, K., Chuang, K., and Brewer, G. (2001) J. Biol. Chem. 276, 8695-8704). In this study, resonance energy transfer was employed to characterize structural changes in RNA substrates in response to cation- and AUF1-binding events. An RNA substrate containing the tumor necrosis factor alpha ARE displayed a weak conformational transition in the absence of added cations but was cooperatively stabilized by Mg(2+). Additional assays demonstrated a strong preference for small, multivalent cations, suggesting that the folded RNA structure was stabilized by counterion neutralization at discrete regions of high negative charge density. Association of AUF1 with cognate RNA substrates also induced formation of condensed RNA structures, although distinct from the folded structure stabilized by multivalent cations. Taken together, these experiments indicate that association of AUF1 with an ARE may function to remodel local RNA structures, which may be a prerequisite for subsequent recruitment of additional trans-acting factors.